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Abstract. Studxes of various algebraic structures which can be defined over a Boolean algebra 
by means of Boolean operations have been made by Bernstein [1,2], Cunkle [3], Elliott [4], 
Frink [6, 7], Gratzer [8], Gratzer and Schmidt [9], Rudeanu [10, 11 ], Valdyanathaswamy 
[12], Wiener [13], and others. The first determination f all ring structures was made by Frlnk 
[7] m 1928. The subclass of Boolean tings has been investigated independently b  Gratzer and 
Schmldt [9], Rudeanu [10, 1 I ] ,  and Gratzer [8]. The mvestxgation f these topics Is summariz- 
ed and completed here, the principal new contributions covering homomorphlsms and lsomor- 
phlsms between the rings 
Let B be an arbitrary Boolean algebra, whose basic operations and 
constants will be denoted by "u"  (disjunction), " . "  or concatenation 
(conjunction), ' . . . .  (negation), 0 (zero), 1 (unit). Let "+" be used to 
denote the symmetric difference x +y = xy '  u x 'y ;  it is well known 
thatx  u y =xy  +x +y and that x' =x  + 1. We assume that the reader 
is familiar with calculus in Boolean algebra. 
Let ~, ®: B × B ~ B be two Boolean functions (i.e., expressed by 
superpositions of the basic operations and of constants of B). The first 
problem is to determine all rings (B, ~, ®, a) (i.e., having ~, ® and a ~ B 
as addition, multiplication and zero, respectively). 
Theorem 1. Let  ~ , ® : B × B -~ B be two'Boolean operations and a ~ B. 
The fo l lowing condit ions are equivalent: 
(i) the operation • is given by 
(1) x ~ y = axy U a'xy'  U a'x' y u ax'y'  = x + y + a 
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anda ® u = u ®a =a ® u' = u' ®aforsome u; 
(ii) the operation • is given by ( 1 ) and a ® x = x ® a = a fo r  all x; 
(iii) the operation • is given by ( 1 ) and x ® (y • z) = (x ® y)  • (x ® z) 
and (y ~z)  ®x = (y ®x) • (z ®x) for  all x, y, z; 
(iv) (B, ~, ®, a) is a ring; 
(v) (B, ~, ®, a) is a commutat ive  ring; 
(vi) the operation • is given by (1) and ® is o f  the fo rm 
(2) x ®y = (a up)xy  Uaxy '  uax 'y  uapx 'y '  =pxy  ua(x  uy  up)  
fo r  some p. 
Comment. The rings (vi) were first discovered by Frink [7], who proved 
the equivalence between (iv), (v) and (vi), with the operations given in 
canonical disjunctive forms. Rudeanu [ 10] reproved this result with 
written in both forms and ® written in the apparently more general 
form x ®y = (a u b)xy  u axy'  u ax 'y  u acx 'y ' ,  which turns out to be 
equivalent to (2) (by taking p : = ac u a'b). 
Proof. (i) =~ (vi): Let x ~ y = qxy  u rxy '  u sx 'y  u tx 'y ' .  The hypothesis 
then becomes 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
qau u rau' u sa'u u ta'u' = a ,  
qau u ra' u u sau' u ta'u' = a ,  
qau' u rau u sa'u' u ta'u = a,  
qau' u ra'u' u sau u ta'u = a.  
Performing the disjunction of relations (3), we get 
(4.1) qaurusuta '=a;  
taking the negations in both sides of (3.1)-(3.4)  and performing the 
disjunction of the resulting equalities, we get 
(4.2) q'a u r' U s' u t'a' = a' . 
It follows from (4) that r u s <__ a and r' u s' <__ a', so that r u s <_ a <_ rs, 
and consequently r = s = a. Thus relations (4) become a u t = a and 
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a' u q' = a', showing that t <_ a <_ q. Then, setting p : = t u a'q, we get 
ap = t andaup =q. 
(vi) =, (v): Easy routine verification. 
(v) =, (iv): Trivial. 
(iv) =, (iii): It has been established in earlier papers that the unique 
Boolean operation which determines a group structure on B with a as 
unit is given by (1). and thus abelian (see Frink [6], Elliott [4], 
Valdyanathaswamy [1 2], and others). The distributive laws hold trivial- 
ly. 
(iii) =~ (ii): a ® x = (a*a)®x = (a ®x)e(a®x)  =a; similarly x®a =a. 
(ii) =, (i): Trivial. 
We have thus determined all rings (B, e, ®, a) dependent on the Boo- 
lean algebra <B, u, -, ', 0, 1), in the sense that the ring operations are 
Boolean functions, that is, they can be expressed by superpositions of
the basic operations w, . ,  '. We are now interested in those rings 
<B, ~, ®, a) dependent on the Boolean algebra for which the converse 
property is also valid, i.e., for which the basic Boolean operations 
u, -, ' can be expressed by superpositions of the ring operations e, ®. 
Such rings wall be determined equivalent o the Boolean algebra (con- 
stants of B are allowed to occur in the superpositions considered above). 
Let us now determine all rings equivalent to the Boolean algebra 
(B, u, -, ', 0, 1). A few preliminaries are needed. 
Remark 1. In every ring (B, *, ®, a) dependent on the Boolean algebra 
B, the identities 
(5) xex  = x®x®x =. . .=x®x®. . .  ®x = (a u p )xuapx '  
hold. 
Lemma 1. I ra  ring <B, e, ®, a) as described in Theorem 1, is equivalent 
to the Boolean algebra <B, u , . ,  ', O, 1), then p =a'. 
Proof. According to the hypothesis and Remark 1, xy can be written 
(6) xy = (b?®x ®x ®y ®y)e(c?®x®x®y)* (d?®x®y®y)  
(e? ®x ®y) • (q? ®x ®x) * (r? ®y ®y) * (s? ®x) * (t? ®y) 
U, 
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where each (k? ®z) is either k®z orz  or (k ® z )®z (the ring is not  as- 
sumed to have a unit). 
For x : = y = : a (a is the zero of  the ring), (6) reduces to a = u; thus 
the last term of  (6) vanishes. 
For y : = a, (6) becomes 
(7.1) ax=(q?®x®x)  s (s?®x) ,  
while for x : = a, (6) reduces to 
(7.2) ay = (r? ®y®y)s ( t?  ®y) .  
Introducing the S-sum of relations (7) into (6), we get 
(8) xy = (b? ®x®x ®y ®y)S(c?ex®x~y)s (d?®x®y®y)  
s (e?®x®y)Saxsay .  
Noticing that z ~ ap' = ap'z u apz u ap'z' u apz' = a and replacing in 
(8) x :  = 0, y : = ap', we obtain 0 = 0 sap '  =ap' +a = a(p '+ 1)= ap, and 
hence a <_ p'. Similarly, noticing that z ® (a u p') = az u az' = a and re- 
placing in (8) x :  = 1,y : =aUp' ,  we obtain a u p' =aSa =a, and hence 
p' < a. Thusa  =p ' .  
The reader will recall that a ring in which every element is idempotent  
is called Boolean. As is well known, a Boolean ring is commutat ive and 
of characteristic 2.
Theorem 2. Let  s, ® : B X B -+ B be two Boolean operations and a ~ B. 
The fo l lowing condit ions are equivalent: 
(i) (B, s, ®, a) is a ring and u ® u = u, u' ® u' = u' for some u; 
(ii) (B, s, ®, a) is a 
(iii) (B, s, ®, a) is a 
(iv) (B, s,  ®, a) is a 
(v) (B, s, ®, a> is a 
(vi) the operations 
ring and a' ®a' = a'; 
Boolean ring, 
ring with unit; 
ring equivalent o the Boolean algebra (B, u , .  ,', 0, 1); 
and ® are 
(1) 
(9) 
x sy  = axy U a'xy' U a'x'y U ax'y'  = x +y +a,  
x®y =xyUaxy '  Uax 'y  = xyUa(xUy)  = xy+a(x  + y).  
Comment.  The rings (vi) were first found by Gr~itzer and Schmidt [9],  
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and it was shown there that they were all Boolean rings for which • and 
® have the so-called "subst i tut ion proper ty"  (invariant with respect o 
every congruence relation). The equivalence between (v) and (vi) was 
first remarked by Rudeanu [ 10],  but the proof  given in that paper 
util ized the form b 0 • (b 1 ® x) • ... of  a polynomial ,  which actually 
requires the existence o f  the unit, and this was not assumed a priori. 
Gr~itzer [8] established the equivalence of  (iii), (v) and (vi) by a proo f  
based on the Stone representat ion theorem. 
Proof. We already know, by Theorem 1, that * and ® are of  the forms 
(1) and (2), respectively. Thus (vi) states simply that in (2) we have 
p = a', and we must now prove that the latter condit ion is equivalent 
to the second half of  each of  the condit ions ( i ) - (v) .  
(vi) ~, (v): Since x Uy  = (x 'y ' ) ' ,  it suffices to remark that x *a '  = 
x+a'+a=x+l  = x' ,  and 
(x ®y) • (0 ® x) • (0 ®y) = (xy +a(x +y))  +ax +ay = xy. 
(v) =, (vi): By Lemma 1. 
(vi) =~ (iv): x ®a' = a' ®x = x. 
(iv) =~ (vi): Let e be the unit. Then ((a u p)e u ae')x u (ae u ape')x' =x 
identically, so that (a u p) e u ae' = 1, ae u ape' = 0, and we can write 
(a u p' )  e u (a' u p) e' = 0. Hence 0 = (a u p')  (a' u p) = ap u a'p', and con- 
sequently a = p'. 
(vi) =~ (iii): Immediate from Theorem 1 and x ®x = x. 
(iii) = (ii). Trivial. 
(ii) = (i). Take u : = a (a is the zero). 
(i) =' (vi)' Performing the disjunction and conjunct ion of  the relations 
(a u p)u u apu' = u and (a u p)u' u apu = u', we get a u p = 1 and ap = O. 
Thus p = a'. 
Corollary 1. For each element a ~ B, the operations (1) and (9) deter- 
mine the unique ring with unit (Boolean ring, ring equivalent o the 
Boolean algebra) dependent on the Boolean algebra and having a as zero 
element (having a' as unit). 
Corollary 2 (Rudeanu [ 10] ). The only rings with unit (Boolean rings, 
rings equivalent o the Boolean algebra) dependent on the two-element 
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Boolean algebra B 2 = (0, 1 } are (B 2 , +, . ,  0, 1) and (B 2, A, u, 1, 0), where 
(10) xAy=xyUx 'y '=(x+Y) '=x+y+l  • 
Remark 2. The Boolean algebra ssociated with the Boolean ring with 
unit (B, ~, ®, a, a') described in Theorem 2 is (B, v, A, ', a, a'), where 
(I1) 
(12) 
x vy  =xy  U a'x.v' ua 'x 'y  =xy  +a ' (x  +y) ,  
x Ay  = xy  U axy'  U ax 'y  = xy  + a(x + y)  = x ® y. 
This is seen by verifying thatx  * y • (x e y )  = x + y + (xy +a(x + y) )  
=xy  +a ' (x  + y )  andx ea '  =x' .  
The Boolean algebra described in Remark 2 is dependent  on 
(B, u, -, ', 0, 1) in the sense that it is defined by means of Boolean opera- 
tions on B. Conversely, any Boolean algebra dependent on (B, u , . ,  ', 0, 1) 
is of the form described in Remark 2 (because the Boolean nng with unit 
associated with it is clearly dependent on (B, u, -, ', 0, 1), and the corre- 
spondence between Boolean algebras and Boolean rings with unit is one- 
to-one). This justifies the remark. 
Remark 3. The Boolean algebras described in Remark 2 are the only 
Boolean algebras dependent on (B, u , . ,  ', 0, 1). 
In fact, it can even be shown that (B, v, ^ ) are the only lattices depen- 
dent on (B, u , . ,  ', 0, 1) and that (B, v) (or, equivalently, (B, n)) are the 
only semilattices dependent on (B, u, -, ', 0, 1) (see [ 11 ] ). 
Let us now determine the Boolean homomorph isms ( isomorphisms) 
between the rings described above, that is, those homomorphasms (i o- 
morphisms) which are established by Boolean functions ~o: B -+ B. We 
first introduce suitable notations: 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
X~a y =x  + y +a, 
x %,p y = (a u p )xy  u axy'  u ax 'y  u apx 'y ' ,  
x ®a Y = xy  +a(x +y)  = x ®a,a'Y" 
I.emma 2 (see [ 1 1 ] ). A Boolean funct ion  ~o : B --, B establishes a homo-  
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morphism o f  the group (B, • a) tnto the group (B, • b) i f  and only i f  it is 
o f  the fo rm 
(16) ¢(x)=t (x+a)+b.  
Proof. The Boolean function ¢ can be written in the ring form ¢(x) = 
tx + s. If ¢ is a homomorphism, it must preserve the unit, so that ¢(a) = b, 
or ta + s = b. Hence s = ta + b. The converse is easily verified. 
Theorem 3. Let (B, • a, ®a,p, a) and (B, • b, ®b,q' b) be two rings described 
in Theorem 1. A Boolean funct ion ~o • B ~ B establishes a homomorph ism 
o f  (B, • a, ~a,p, a) into (B, • b, *b,q, b) i f  and only i f  it is o f  the fo rm (1 6), 
wh ere 
(17) t<_(a+b+p+q) ' .  
Proof. Taking into account Lemma 2, it still remains to prove that 
(18) ~o(X®a, p y)  +~o(X)®b, q ~o(y) = 0 
is an identity if and only if t satisfies (1 7). Noticing that uv = 0 implies 
1.t U V = II "]" V, we have 
¢(x ®a,p Y) = t (a+p+ap)xy+ta(x+y)+tap(x+ 1)0~+ 1)+ta+b 
= t (a+p)xy+(ta+tap) (x+y+ 1)+b, and 
¢(X)®b, q ~o0') = (b+q+bq)¢(x)~o(y)+b[¢(x)+¢(v) ]  +bq[~o(x)+ l ] [¢(y)+ 1] 
= (b+q)[ tx+(ta+b)]  [ty+(ta+b)]  +(b+bq) ( tx+ty)+bq 
= (b+q)txy+ [ (b+q)(ta+b)+b+bq ] t(x+y)+(b+q)(ta+b)+bq 
= t (b+q)xy  +(b+q) ta (x+y+ 1 )+b; 
thus (18) is equivalent to 
(19) t (a+p+b+q)xy+t(a+ap+ab+aq) (x+y+ 1) = 0. 
If a is replaced by a a in the coefficient of x +y + 1, then (19) becomes 
(20) t (a+p+b+q)  [xy+a(x+y+ 1)] = 0. 
Thus the identity (I 8) is equivalent to (20), while (17) can be written 
(21) t (a+p+b+q)  = O. 
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Clearly, (21) implies (20). Conversely, we get (21) from (20) by tak- 
ingx  : =y  : =a ' .  
Corollary 1. A Boolean function ~o : B ~ B is an endomorphism o f  the 
ring (B, ~a, ® a,p, a) i f  and only i f  it is an endomorphism o f  the group 
(B, ~) ,  i.e., i f  and only i f  it is o f  the form 
(22) ¢(x) = tx + at'. 
Proof. Take b : = a and q : = p in Lemma 2 and Theorem 3; then (17) is 
satisfied for every t, while (16) reduces to (22). 
Corollary 2. A Boolean function ~o : B -, B is a homomorphism o f  the 
ring (B, ~a , ® a, a) into the ring (B, ~b, ®b, b) i f  and only if  it is o f  the form 
(16). 
Proof. Takep  : =a '  and q : = b' (cf. Theorem 2); then (17) is satisfied, 
while (16) remains unchanged. 
It should be noted that for t :~ 1, such a homomorphism does not 
preserve the unit (see Theorem 5). 
Let us now study Boolean isomorphisms between our rings. The next 
preliminary result is known from the literature. 
Lemma 3. For a Boolean function ~o : B -~ B, the fol lowing conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) ~o is an injection, 
(ii) ~o is a surjection; 
(iii) ¢ is a bijection; 
(iv) ¢ is o f  the form 
(23) ¢(x) --- x + s. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the equivalence between (i), (ii) and (iv). 
Since the equation x + s = v has the unique solution x : = s + o, the 
function (23) is injective and surjective. Conversely, consider a Boolean 
funct ion ~o(x) = tx + s, where t ~ 1. Since ~o(t) = ¢(1 ) = t + s, the funct ion 
is not injective; moreover, the equation ~p(x) = s', which is equivalent to 
tx = 1, has no solution, so that the funct ion is not surjective. 
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Theorem 4. (i) There exist Boolean tsomorphisms from the ring 
<B, ~a , ~a,p, a) onto the ring <B, ~b , ®b,q, b) if  and only if  
(24) a + b =p + q. 
(ii) In this case the unique Boolean isomorphism is
(25) ~o(x) = x + a + b. 
Proof. Assume the existence of a Boolean isomorphism ~o. In view of 
Theorem 3 and Lemma 3, ~o(x) must be simultaneously of the forms 
(16) and (23). By equating these, we get t'x = ta + b + s. Taking x : = 0, 
we get ta+b+s =0,andforx := 1 ,wehavet '=ta+b+s =0.There-  
fore t = 1 and s = a + b, so that (17) becomes a + b + p + q = 0, which 
is (24), while (16) and (23) reduce to (25). 
Thus the condition (24) is necessary, and the Boolean isomorphism, 
if any, is unique. We still must prove that (24) is sufficient in order that 
(25) be an isomorphism. This follows easily since (25) is a bijection by 
Lemma 3 and a homomorphism by Theorem 3, where t : = 1. 
Corollary. The unique Boolean automorphism o f  the ring (B, ea, %,p, a> 
is the identity mapping ~o(x) = x. 
Thus Theorem 4 characterizes the conditions under which two rings 
described in Theorem 1 are isomorphic. It is interesting that all the rings 
<B, *a, ®a, a, a'> described in Theorem 2 are isomorphic. The next theo- 
rem states this more precisely. 
Theorem 5. For every pair o f  elements a, b E B and for every Boolean 
function ~o • B -~ B, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) ~o" (B, ~a, ®a, a, a') ~ (B, ~b, ®b, b, b'> is a Boolean-ring-with-unit 
homomorphism ; 
(ii) ~o" (B, ~a, ® a, a, a') ~ (B, ~b, ®b, b, b ') is a Boolean-ring-with-unit 
isomorphism; 
(iii) ~o" (B, ~a) ~ (B,~ b ) is a group isomorphism; 
(iv) the function ~o is 
(25) ~0(x) = x + a + b. 
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Comments.  The isomorphism of  the groups (B, e) has been remarked 
independent ly by several persons, including Vaidyanathaswamy [I 2],  
Ellis [5] ,  Cunkle [3] ,  and Rudeanu [10].  Furthermore,  condit ions 
( i ) - ( iv)  are also equivalent o each of  the following: ~o is a join-semi- 
lattice isomorphism, ~0 is a meet-semilattice isomorphism, ~o is a lattice 
isomorphism, ~o is a Boolean-algebra homomorphism,  ~o is a Boolean- 
algebra isomorphism (see [ 11 ] ). 
Proof. (i) ~ (iv): By Theorem 3, the function ~o is of  the form ~o(x) = 
t(x +a) +b. Also, ~o preserves the unit, so that ~o(a') = b', which can be 
written t + b = b'. Therefore t = 1. 
(iv) =" (ii): By taking p • = a' and q : = b' in Theorem 4, the condit ion 
(24) is satisfied, so that ~o is a ring isomorphism. Furthermore,  ~o(a') = 
b + 1 = b', so that ~o preserves the unit. 
(ii) ~ (i): Trivial. 
(iil) ~ (iv): The function ~o is simultaneously of  the forms (16) and 
(23), by Lemmas 2 and 3, respectively. This implies (25), as in the proof  
of  Theorem 4. 
(iv) ~ (iii): Because (iv) =~ (ii), and (ii) =, (iii) is trivial. 
Corollary 1. The unique Boolean endomorphism o f  the ring with unit 
(B, • a, ®a, a, a') is the identity mapping ~o(x) = x. 
Corollary 2. The unique Boolean automorphism o f  the group (B, %) is 
the identity mapping ~o(x) = x. 
Now that we have identif ied the isomorphisms between the rings, it 
will be interesting to examine the sets of  rings formed by the equiv- 
alence relation of  being isomorphic. The fol lowing two theorems are 
easily verified. 
Theorem 6. Let Bc, a denote the ring (B, • a, ®a,a+c, a) and let R c denote 
the set o fa l l  rings Bc, a. Define 
Bc, a U Bc, b = Bc,au b , 
Bc, a • Bc, b = Bc, ab , 
B'c, a = Be, d • 
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Then (R c, u , . ,  ', Be, 0, Bc, 1 ) is a Boolean algebra, and ¢(x)  = Be, x is 
an isomorphism f rom B onto R c. 
Comment.  As a consequence of  Theorem 4, R c is seen to consist exactly 
of all rings isomorphic to Bc, 0 . 
Theorem 7. Let  R denote  the fami ly  o f  all sets R c. Def ine 
R c U R d = R c u d ' 
R c • R d = Rcd  , 
R' c =R c, . 
Then (R, u , . ,  ', Ro,  R 1 ) zs a Boolean algebra, and ~o(x) = R x is an iso- 
morph ism f rom B onto R. 
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